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Hen

Flew 14th in the final race

Bred from:

Sire: Cyrils 15 105 Top racers summer series 2016 at Carnival Lofts winning plenty in pools and

never out of the top 50 positions in the summer series!

105 was bred from a gift the “Afbeen” from Herman van Rensburg, this was one of the last

son’s out of his click pair that bred not only winners but who’s children has bred many winners

for various fanciers. The click pair was a son (5062) of Rocky 2 from Schmidt and Bouwer mated

to a daughter of Blou Bul from Schmidt & Bouwer they produced many winners @ TRPF, THU

and OERF level.

The mother to 105 is a granddaughter of the Pretty Hen of Monty VD Burg (Van Rhijn Kloeck)

hen that has bred many winners for Marius when crossed to the old Sherwood Jansen

Dam:

GPU 15 5967 Bred by Herman van Rensburg raced by Marius Klingbiel nest mate to OERF 9039

who is a 4 times winner for Herman

In 2015 Marius bought 10 babies from Herman and this hen was in the basket, she raced

consistently scoring a number of times for Marius at GPU and OERF level, when he bought 105

back on the auctions he mated him to this hen which is related to him.

She is bred from:

THU 11 14808 A super racer for Herman van Rensburg scoring many top positions in the Pro

Club he is bred from the old imported DV Grondelaars/Koopman crossed with a THU winner

Spritzy hen out of a daughter of Blou Bul

The mother is the last baby bred from the nr 1 hen of Herman who is the mother to 5062 when

mated to a son of Brahman x with his half-sister.


